
ARTSOLUTIONS FOR HOTELS 
ONLY ONE NAME, ONE PASSION... 

Are you a Hotel owner/artprocurator/artlover looking for tremendous art?  

Imagine you only have to work with one contact to provide your entire hotel with 

art.  

Imagine the art in your hotel  is attracting people from all over the world. 

 

Vincent Messelier has exhibited all over the  world. In Dubai, Paris Lou-

vre, Barcelona Gaudi Museum, Las Vegas Southern Nevada Museum, Rome Vati-

can museum, Cannes filmfestival, New York Time Square billboards, just to name 

a few... 

He also won more than 60 awards and featered in more than 40 artbooks for mu-

seums. 

 

 

CONCEPT 

1.  First line paintings (acryl on canvas), original pieces.  

2. Prints limited edition, combination of pictures digitally blended on original 

 artwork, 120 pieces with certificate.  

3. ‘Tomès’ line with flowers. 

4. There is also a possibility to have the prints with a finishing painted touch. 

 

 

WHY WORK WITH VINCENT MESSELIER FOR YOUR ART PRO-

JECTS ? 

1. Vincent works with exclusive art and themes on demand. ( cars, horses, 

 yachts… ) 

2.   Guaranty for delivery and quality, as we do quality control and work with lo-

 cal printers if needed. 

3.    We  work according to your budget. Original art (paintings), limited prints, 

 gicclee’s of digital art. Let us know your budget and we will make the total 

 artconcept for you. 

4. Catalogue choice between more then 1500 different artworks. 

Vincent Messelier | www.vincentmesselier.com | vincent@messelier.eu | +32 475 47 77 82 

Vincent Messelier with his Awards 

My Dream Car - Digital Mix 

Middle East—Hotelproject Dubai Supported from all over the 

World—Acryl on Canvas 

Tomès 

3D Gallery 

With the art of Vincent Messelier, the value of your hotel will certainly raise ! 
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